Annex 3

Briefing Basis CNECT/5057 - Meeting Netzwerk Medien & Regulierung / CSU-Medienkommission, 20/07/2015

Briefing Basis CNECT/4474 - Commissioner Oettinger - Berlin - Meeting Federal Government Commissioner for Culture and the Media, StM Grütters, 16/02/2015

Basis CNECT/4355 - VP Ansip - Commissioner Office - VP ANSIP meeting with Mr Eric Schmidt (Google), 04/02/2015

Briefing Basis CNECT/4598 - VP Ansip - Commissioner Office - VP Ansip meeting with German Federal Minister Maas, 27/03/2015

Briefing Basis CNECT/4412 - President Juncker - President Office - President Juncker at the SPD annual retreat (Jahresauftaktklausur) (Digital Single Market), 22/02/2015

Briefing Basis CNECT/4980 - VP Ansip meeting with CCIA & EDIMA, 30/06/2015

Briefing Basis CNECT/4365 - President Juncker - President Office - Lunch with the European Publishers' Council, 12/03/2015

Briefing Basis CNECT/4394 - Meeting with different associations and companies on Digital Agend, 04/02/2015

Briefing Basis CNECT/5015 – Meeting with German Bundestag Committee on Media, 13/07/2015

Briefing Basis CNECT/4661 - Commissioner Oettinger - 23/03/2015 - Commissioner Office - Deutsche Content Allianz, 06/04/2015

Briefing Basis CNECT/5048 - Meeting with the Wirtschaftsrat der CDU (The Economic Council), 08/07/2015

Briefing Basis CNECT/5024 – Meeting with Georg Thieme, 03/07/2015

Briefing Basis CNECT/4343 - Commissioner Oettinger - 19/01/2015 - BERL - Meeting on Google, 03/02/2015

Briefing Basis CNECT/4794 - Commissioner Oettinger - 07/05/2015 - LV Baden-Württemberg - BDZV Delegiertenversammlung, 21/05/2015

Briefing Basis CNECT/4813 - Commissioner Oettinger - 08/05/2015 - Berlin – Google, 22/05/2015

Briefing Basis CNECT/4789 - Commissioner Oettinger - Commissioner Office - Meeting with European federation of Journalists on copyright, 14/05/2015

Briefing Basis CNECT/4360 - Meeting with BMJV on copyright De Graaf Gerard, 04/02/2015

Briefing Basis CNECT/4347, Meeting with Mr Billen/Kelber, 04/02/2015

Briefing Basis CNECT/4871 - Commissioner Oettinger - Brussels - Meeting Minister Wert Ortega, 02/06/2015
Briefing Basis CNECT/4441 - Commissioner Oettinger - Lunch with Secretary of State Mr Victor Calvo-Sotelo + Mr Daniel Noguera + Mr Alberto Rodriguez, 26/02/2015

Briefing Basis CNECT/4986 - EP adoption of Reda report on Copyright Thursday 9th July, 23/07/2015

Briefing Basis CNECT/4395 - Meeting with Ms Lizaranzu, Director General for Cultural Policies and Intellectual Property, 18/02/2015

Briefing Basis CNECT/5012 – Speech VG Media Conference, Ancillary rights and Media Diversity, 01/07/2015

Briefing Basis CNECT/5079 - Briefing for the discussion: on Google, ancillary rights, 15/07/2015

Briefing Basis CNECT/5047 – Briefing Mr Doepfner, Axel Springer Foundation, 13/07/2015

Briefing Basis CNECT/4371 - Commissioner Oettinger - Legal Affairs Committee of the German Bundestag, 04/02/2015

Briefing Basis CNECT/4744 - Commissioner Oettinger - Berlin - Intellectual Property Day, 08/05/2015

Briefing Basis CNECT/4346 – Commissioner Oettinger - Meeting with Dr. Mathias Döpfner, Vorstandsvorsitzender Axel Springer, 03/02/2015

Briefing Basis CNECT/4737 - Commissioner Oettinger - Berlin - Meeting with Dr. Matthias Döpfner, Axel Springer SE, 11/05/2015

Briefing Basis CNECT/4772 - Commissioner Oettinger - Berlin - meeting with Minister Maas, 08/05/2015

Briefing Basis CNECT/4337 - Commissioner Oettinger - Brussels - Culture-Committee, 10/02/2015

Briefing Basis CNECT/4402 - Commissioner Oettinger - Berlin - Meeting Heiko Maas, 09/02/2015

Briefing Basis CNECT/4608 - Commissioner Oettinger - Committee on Transport and digital infrastructure of the German Bundestag, 18/03/2015

Briefing for the Hearing at the European Parliament, 11/09/2014

Note for the Jour Fixe with Commissioner Oettinger on copyright of 17 March 2015

Letters where the sender did not consent to public access:

Letter from Google, meeting request, 20/01/2015

Letter from S. G., Ancillary Copyright for press publisher, 25/08/2014

Letter from AEEPP - Concerns of Spanish publishers about the free flow of information across Europe, 11/12/2014
Letter from COADEC, Ancillary copyright and startups, 27/10/2014

Letter from United Internet on position paper on DSM Strategy, 26/05/2015

Reply to AEEPP - Concerns of Spanish publishers about the free flow of information across Europe, 23/01/2015

Reply to COADEC on Ancillary copyright and startups, 28/10/2014

Reply of the European Commission to S. G. on Ancillary Copyright for press publisher, 02/09/2014